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Over 100,000 copies sold!Coming Out, Then Coming Home  Their amazing story, informed from the
perspectives of both mother and son, offers expect anyone suffering from homosexuality.“ Rather,
she discovered that her child and her life had been spiraling out of control— As he grew into
adulthood, his mom, Angela, hoped to control the problem.and her own private demons were
determined to defeat her. ” Casting a compelling eyesight for holy sexuality, Out of a Far Nation
speaks to prodigals, parents of prodigals, and the ones attempting to minister to the gay
community.Christopher Yuan, the son of Chinese immigrants, discovered young that he was
different. God calls all who are lost to get back to him.s desire for all families. He was drawn to
other boys.But while he was still a long way off, his father found him and felt compassion, and ran
and embraced him and kissed him.Years of heartbreak, misunderstandings, and prayer followed
before the Yuans found a place of complete surrender, which is God’  - Luke 15:20 Carries a
discussion guide for personal reflection and group use.
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A God Glorifying and inspirational publication irrespective of your sexuality, political views, spiritual
upbringing, etc. This publication shows what faith in Jesus Christ and God the Father can do.
Unconditionally Honest Mom put God first. I had the pleasure of reading Christopher's tale a couple
of years ago after us felt the shock of an extremely personal coming-out experience. I am not really
a person with SSA, but somebody dear to me is.. A lovely testimony of faith This was a compelling
story of faith and of how a son who wanted nothing to do with God eventually came to faith in
Jesus. I finally understood why this relative I once therefore respected, dove head-first right into a
reckless and rebellious lifestyle with no limits no regard for anybody but himself. Really enjoyed the
book. Even though the book is normally undeniably riveting and captivating, it was the tale of his
mom, Angela, that produced my desperate soul sing once again. Her trip to faith... and faithfulness,,,
are what I cling to still. There is absolutely no other book such as this one. Curiously, dreams of
significance played a robust function in accomplishing this conversion. Gradually, all of his objections
against Christianity fell, and Lewis concludes along with his classic line, "In the Trinity Term of 1929 I
offered in, and admitted that God was God, and knelt and prayed: probably, that evening, the most
dejected and reluctant convert in all England. Complete and Utter Trash Views like these are not
only disgusting and false, they are dangerous. Christopher engaged full-blown homosexual
identification and in addition deep drug abuse. I would suggest it highly. This is not just some ex-gay
pastor's sermon, but it's God's tale about Christopher and his mother both lost and requiring God. I
couldn't place it down. I eagerly browse the entire publication with every spare second I experienced
and I had not been disappointed! Her journey and the faithful people who reached out to her was
inspiring. Should be hard but did it for us." Overview of "Conversion Stories" Let me mention together
four "transformation stories." The 1st I'd read was that of C. From moral irregularity to anti-God
thought-systems, there exists a tremendously personal power waiting to break through to any willing
heart. Lewis, "Surprised By Joy. Gave me peace. from the person who resided for himself, to the
family members who was left in the wake." Lewis' conversion was especially significant because his
field of knowledge was literature, and he previously a sharp eyesight for distinguishing myth from
historic factuality. Heart warming and center felt. An amazing book This book can be an amazing
journey of a son and mother whos situations seemed hopeless. This transformation was from a
faulty denominational conversion ("just state the prayer and believe") to a geniune Biblical conversion
and entry into nondenominational Christianity. The thought of the title is normally that a person who
will put forth effort and do the "spade work" of digging into the Scriptures can find true
transformation to Christ after the Scriptures show the teachings of several popular churches to end
up being fraudulent. Especially, evangelical groups have traded Biblical baptism (for remission of sins
and reception of Spirit) for the "sinner's prayer."Next, "Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus" by Nabeel
Qureshi. Heart warming and heart felt. Its a good book, well written and provides an authentic
perspective from a gay mans perspective who struggles with family members and worldly values.
There is absolutely no other story that sheds light on both sides; The story unfolds to a amazing
end, full of hope despite the devastating consequences of 1 mans actions.Finally, generally there is
"Away Of A Much Country" simply by Christopher Yuan and his mother, Angela Yuan.. Yuan pretty
revels in describing his slide into depravity. I struggled with this, and mention of gay males grooving
to Abba's "Dancing Queen. Gave Me Peace A truly wonderful book. It does not. Yuan deftly refuted
the book and taken care of God's requirement for sanctified sexuality.Each of these was an
engaging and pleasant read--truly "page-turners" compared to the thick theological books I occupy
myself with. Both serve as reminders that, for whatever amounts of atheists, denominationals,
Muslims, and gays resist Jesus rather than convert, there exists a real power for individuals who
truly seek and are willing to find and walk the "narrow route. I would suggest this publication to



believers and non believers. S. Eye opening, beautiful true story of redemption I was initially drawn to
the ‘broken mother’ facet of the tale... The insights into Muslim lifestyle and family existence gave
me a feeling of privilege. I might appearance askance at such promises of experience within my
culture, but it seemed to seem sensible that God would work this way (along with by the Gospel) to
provide special guidance to somebody who had to bridge from such significantly spot to Jesus. I
personaly discovered it very educational as well. Its an excellent book, good written and provides a
geniune perspective . Angela‘s struggles as a wife and mother were heart wrenching. If you would
like to browse the real deal, read "Out of a Far Country" by Christopher and Angela Yuan. A
journey how God saved a family in the most unconventional method. Read this publication. I passed
it to other people of our family and friend circle so it's been read several times. It left me inspired,
enlightened and encouraged. Although Yuan's are Asian, (and we aren't), the idea of "shaming the
family members" was something I was connecting with due to our deeply conservative and faith-
based roots. I'll dispel up front any concern that this book advocates conversion therapy. I came
across Yuan in his review of a new reserve the maintains that the Bible helps homosexuality.
Christopher makes quite very clear that sexual orientation modification isn't the goal. He found side
with Christianity.. I'd browse several books to try and wrap my mind around that which was
happening inside our family and when I sat right down to read "Out of A Considerably Country," a
lot of my questions were answered. This reserve displays what . Nabeel was a Muslim with an
open and honest heart who followed Islam because he believed it led to God, but veered off into
Christianity when the stock objections against the crucified Jesus offered way.. Turning hearts and
lives around.. Then could love her boy unconditionally. Her husband as well.I so appreciate their
honesty. It's the only book I know that speaks biblical truth and pushes everyone who reads it,
regardless of their sexuality, to analyze their heart on the problem and points people to the Glory of
the daddy " who is able, through his mighty power at work within us, to perform infinitely more than
we would ask or think. Many thanks for that! Situations were tough - and hard to learn.The hope in
such a broken spirit arriving at serve the Lord is the best part for me personally. Read it in 2 days,
but easily might have been 1 day time if I didn't possess a family and needed to work... "Everything
are feasible through Him." Dynamic story of transformation Read this book. This is a powerful tale of
God’s love and its power to transform us. I also loved the alternating perspectives of mom and boy
with each chapter.Next, I'll mention "Muscle mass and a Shovel" simply by Michael Shank.
Christopher‘s experiences were very eyesight starting and I was especially touched by his
psychological pain and requirements. A lovely illustration of wish, faith, provedince, and sovereignty."
Each is normally a testimony to the love and power of God, produced manifest in the crucifixion of
Jesus and the outpoured Spirit.. Usually do not browse or believe this trash. Very thought provoking
This book really opened my eyes. It really is amazing that you could live your existence, and
become so naive to points that continue in the world. Things that you can't imagine, that happen
every day. Couldn't put this reserve down! Christopher's story made sense of stuff that were turned
ugly. My spirit was touched. Encouraging and Informing The story is well told in and informative and
encouraging way." But God reached him through the appreciate and grace of Jesus, and the
unfailing like and grace of a mom who refused to give up on him. Helped me to get a better
understanding about my boy.and the redemption ultimately is simply hope-filled and inspiring." He
describes the sensation to be hounded by God as he was a naturalist/atheist professor in England.
Great book I was thus encouraged by this book because I have a gay grandson who I actually’m
praying for and that 1 day he'd accept Jesus as his personal savior. The authors were both wise
and sincere. I could not put this reserve straight down! Reminds me that. This book has provided
me such an improved perspective on the gay way of life and Christopher's redemptive trip. The



story reads very quickly. God's fingerprint is certainly in this book and I was so relocated while
reading their tale. I'm totally motivated to get back and begin diligently praying once again for all
friends who are lost straight and gay. Worth reading Great book
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